bossanova …travelling north
our first adventure … May to November 2015

travelling north
This book is about our long anticipated trip north
on our new Fusion 40 catamaran
bossa nova.
A collection of our blog posts and photos.
Three years to build, our 10 acres sold, our
business sold and we are off!
We had time to wander up the east coast,
spending time in favourite locations
and sailing with the weather and friends.
Time to simply enjoy life.

going north
May 10 2015

Amanda

bossa nova is heading north … very soon.
Lots of planning happening now (we are good at planning … and lists).
Three years building our Fusion, 18 months of ‘playing’ and 12 months of building a new home (yes, we are crazy). Now it’s time to head
north and find some sunny weather.
We recently met up with a Fusion called Easy Tiger in Paynesville. What a surprise it was to see a fellow Fusion in our home port. Easy Tiger
is a Fusion we did look at buying a few years back when we were heavily in to the dreaming stage, but Neville really dreamed of building his
own Fusion. Easy Tiger was very tempting, a well fitted-out Fusion and it was lovely to see her again and so well cared for too. What an
amazing adventure Steve and Leanne are having. Well done. We are hoping we will catch up with them on our journey north.
With our ‘dream’ now here, the next stage is our first big journey. All a bit scary going away for so long.
Lots to organise on the home front and lots to organise on the boat. And we will be leaving our brand new house behind!
ETD last week of May!
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we are off!
May 23

2015

Neville

bossa nova crossed the Lakes Entrance bar at 11.45 am today. Excitement and nerves all rolled in to one. With crew on board – Steve and
John – we have headed for Sydney. Making 6.5 – 7 knots with main and jib.

24 hours from Sydney
May 25 2015

Neville

After a very uncomfortable overnighter from Lakes Entrance to Eden, we are now in flat water and calm seas. At this pace we may be only 24
hours from the Sydney heads.
Bickies and cheese passing Cape Conran, ‘Otto’ the autopilot doing all the work. One reef in for the night as a precaution. Turned out to be a
very lumpy night with 20-25 k winds from behind much of the way. Stopped at Eden for a rest.
Since Eden we have had flat seas, lots of motoring, showers and sleep! We have just passed Bateman’s Bay.
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Leaving the Paynesville jetty .
With our crew on board we are off to Flagstaff jetty in Lakes Entrance for the night, with a midday bar crossing anticipated.
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Steve and John on board. Getting ready for our overnighter.
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hello Sydney
May 26 2015

Neville

After 70 hours and 38 minutes we are tied up safely at the Cruising Yacht Club in Sydney Harbour. What started as a hairy trip to Eden then
turned in to a quiet and comfortable journey into Sydney.
Over the trip we averaged 5.4 knots, hitting a maximum of 14.7 knots! Going against the tides at stages meant the 374.8nm trip over ground
actually had us covering 447.6nm over water.
There’s a couple of small ‘fixit’ jobs to do over the next day or so, before Amanda arrives Thursday and when we go into holiday mode!

1985 … wow, that was 35 years ago!
May 29 2015

Amanda

Here we are at the CYC (Cruising Yacht Club) in Sydney … again! Way way way back in 1985 we were here on our first yacht, a 23 foot trailersailer called Southern Comfort. Many memories. I ‘flash-backed’ today to a few memorable moments …
Singing along to a new Pretenders tape (yes a cassette tape in my new Walkman). It’s amazing how good you think you sound with
headphones on. Sister and husband confirmed this!
Five on board – three girlfriends, myself and Neville!
Sailing to Pittwater with Lyn who wouldn’t eat my ham sandwich because she felt a bit ill but she did manage to play backgammon on the
foredeck as we sailed through the Sydney Heads.
Throwing leftovers to the fish only to hear a ‘plop’ instead of a ‘splash’. We had dried out in an oyster farm!
Desperate attempts by our all-female crew to get ashore to avoid the dreaded porta-potti!
And there’s always a toilet story … Gasp! In slow motion the porta-potti propelled in to the air, back-somersaulted with a half-pike, then
danced along the deck in front of the CYC club rooms. Aghhhhh!!!! Thankfully it remained intact.
Despite the fact our boat trailer was stolen in Sydney, we had an amazing time in those days when life was so much simpler (and cheaper).
‘Cheers’ to the memories!
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muffins a must
June 2 2015

Amanda

What a pleasant surprise. We caught up with Easy Tiger in the Hawkesbury River. Our welcome drink went well in to the evening. Hearing
Easy Tiger’s stories about their trip so far, particularly across the Bight, had us enthralled.
We have spent two nights in the Hawkesbury River and Cowan Creek. How cold those nights have been! It was freezing this morning. The
little bay we were in was beautiful and cosy. Steep embankments covered with gums and rock, the Ku-Ring-Gai Chase National Park, but no
early sun! Thank god for our terracotta pot! Neville removed the thermometer from our freezer this evening, put it in our cabin to check the
temperature … 8 degrees. That pot does a great job.
After our coldest night and even colder morning (blue skies though) we went looking for a coffee. We stopped at the Cottage Point kiosk. They
make the best muffins! We recommend the mixed berry one. Back to our mooring in Castle Lagoon (doesn’t a lagoon sound so much more
idyllic than a cove or a bay) and Neville decides he’ll cook his own muffins. No berries but we had bananas on board. How good is it having a
gas stove on a yacht.
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Two Fusions … bossa nova and Easy Tiger in America’s Bay, Hawkesbury River.
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Grrrrr … cold! Mum’s beanies were put to good use with our first ‘selfie’ and so was our terracotta pot (a gift from Te Ari).
Check out the condensation on those windows.

Moorings were everywhere in the Hawkesbury. So easy. Lovely sunny days but when that sun disappeared, it was cold.
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Sailing with Easy Tiger … a very early departure from the Hawkesbury. Our first sail with ET.
We discovered we were the faster Fusion hence the captain was happy!

We sailed in to Newcastle where we tied up in their marina. A tricky entrance with tug boats emerging to guide a ship in.
We made it in before the ship but Easy Tiger got caught up in the traffic. A loud honk soon moved them on!
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great sailing
June 6 2015

Amanda

Time to catch our breath.
After a few days in the picturesque Hawkesbury River area, we sailed on to Newcastle, then to Port Stephens the following day. Caught up
with brother Brad, then an early morning departure for Forster-Tuncurry this morning.
Forster-Tuncurry is a pretty spot. So good that we think we’ll stay a few days. Not to mention that northerly winds are forecast over the next
few days so another good reason to stay. And it’s warm! After rugging up for our early start this morning, clothes were quickly discarded as
we came through the entrance.
We have been very lucky with our coastal hops … favourable winds so far and sailing in company (unexpectedly) with our new friends on Easy
Tiger. Our ‘meetings’ to discuss the next days destination and departure time have been fun and strangely enough we have usually reached
the same conclusion before we meet! And with our resident fisher-person Leanne, we have enjoyed some extra seafood along the way.
Leanne has got me interested in fishing. We took a walk to our local BCF store (turned out to be a very long walk) where we blew the budget
on some trolling gear. Should be lots of fun.
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Forster-Tuncurry was a pretty stopover. Jetties to tie up to but tricky with a strong current.
The timing was important. It was here we re-discovered our fishing!
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Beautiful Camden Haven.
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You can see bossa nova tied up to the Laurieton jetty.

the people we meet
June 10 2015

Amanda

We arrived in Camden Haven yesterday afternoon after a long motor. Easy Tiger also sailing with us. Lovely sunny day so no one was
complaining about no wind. We dropped anchor just off the Laurieton public jetty in flat but tidal waters.
Cruising can be a lonely experience. Out at sea during the day and sometimes overnight, anchored or tied up at jetties and marinas in new
places, not knowing anyone.
Wrong!
We are a long way from home and it’s not just the ‘new’ friends we meet, it’s the ones we know as well. While sailing to Camden Haven we
‘passed’ Mana Kai (Colin and Judy) sailing south. Friends from the Gippsland Lakes and our Magnum days. Also in Camden Haven was
Skellum. another Gippsland Lakes cat.
We have spent a lay day here in Camden Haven (it has just started raining!) while Easy Tiger and Skellum left this morning. A 10 km walk
(Neville as well) to the entrance. Then a surprise invitation from a local mariner, Captain Paul.
After driving Neville to the local hardware he suggested a drive up North Brother Mountain to take in the ‘best view on the East coast’. He was
right. We could see for miles, including seeing our boat tied up at the jetty below. Lots of info’ including local knowledge on the bars and
entrances along the coast. He is also a friend of Alan Lucas (the Lucas cruising books are our ‘bibles’). A classic story was told about walking
up North Brother Mountain with Alan Lucas one time (Neville can’t believe anyone would want to take the walking track over the road). When
they reached the top a couple arrived just after them. The fellow moaned about how difficult it was and cursed, “bloody Lucas … and he said
this was easy!!” Alan put out his hand and replied, “Hi. I’m Alan Lucas.”
It’s all good!
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plans drawn in the sand
June 16 2015

Amanda

We have been anchored here in the Clarence River – Iluka, for three nights now. Beautiful! It’s such a brilliant place to stop before reaching
Queensland. The facilities for the yachties are great. Mostly the flat water! And we were ready for some quiet time.
A few days earlier, we had pulled up anchor at 2 am … yes, in the middle of the night. We had spent two nights at Trial Bay which was an
‘open roadstead’ anchorage – basically open water but protected from some directions (quite disconcerting to turn around and see miles of
open water). In our case, we needed protection from the SW which we had. It was calm with a slight swell rolling in (mind you, all it took was a
few sessions on the laptop and the seasickness kicked in for me).
Our plan was to sail to Coffs Harbour, then to the Clarence River. As our fellow sailors say, “plans drawn in the sand at low tide” are subject to
change. Our friends had left earlier for Coffs and suffice to say, they had a rather difficult entrance to Coffs Harbour with wind, tide and swell
combatting them. Hence we skipped Coffs and sailed right through to the Clarence, a 14 hour sail. (My first big sail.)
We had a brisk sail during the night, followed by several uneventful hours of motoring with the wind behind. It was all about crossing the bar
at THE right time. Tide, swell and wind are words that are repeatedly used in all our planning. We got here right on time, 4pm. After watching
some yachts motor out of the Clarence and cross the bar, along with radio chats to our friends on Easy Tiger, we thought we had the right
path worked out.
Ha … breaking waves in the middle?! … I don’t think so! We watched those breaking waves, worked out our path, went for it and we were in.
Phew! Probably our trickiest bar crossing yet.
And flat water … sometimes it is about the destination!
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The very sheltered ‘basin’ of Iluka. Paradise for a coastal sailor.

We walked at Iluka and took the ‘ducks’ across to Yamba for lunch at the pub which was up a very steep hill. But what a view!
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half way

goodbye …

June 19 2015

June 24 2015

We arrived at the Gold Coast this morning at 12.30 am.

How lucky we have been.

A long sail from the Clarence River. 15 hours at sea. The sun is
setting here so early. Dark by 5.30. So lots of hours sailing in
darkness. No moon, cloudy sky, pitch black. We crossed the Gold
Coast Seaway bar in darkness and then anchored (also tricky in the
dark).

A few lay days were enjoyed after our overnighter in the Gold Coast.
We celebrated my birthday at Hope Island Marina with a bbq lunch
on the bossa. Cousin Jenny and Peter joined us, with Leanne and
Steve, and we had a great afternoon. We also caught up with Neil
from Neville’s Somers Camp days.

My first ‘overnighter’! I did it! We did it!

We have just said a sad goodbye to our ‘new’ friends on Easy Tiger.
Easy Tiger has been hauled out for two weeks of maintenance.

So what do we do at sea? Not much. Strangely the hours seem to
pass quickly. Little things punctuate the journey … chatting about
the boat traffic on the chart plotter, looking for the fishing tinnies,
checking the weather, going to the toilet, making ‘umpteen’ cups of
tea, texting Easy Tiger (sailing with us), fishing, morning tea,
afternoon tea, lunch, dinner …
… ANYTHING to pass the time!!!
Crossing the Gold Coast Seaway (in darkness) was a big one. Neville
had crossed this bar a few times so it was familiar but we did break
one of our golden ‘rules’ - no bar crossings in the dark. But it was
calm and it is a very well lit bar.
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Rather than give them a hand (it was suggested … but we declined)
we are continuing to head north.
Last night at our ‘goodbye’ dinner with the ET crew we chatted about
our journey together, how well we get on and how great it is to sail in
company. We met up in the Hawkesbury and have sailed together till
the Gold Coast. Lots of socialising, fishing and stories, but also
serious planning. Crossing bars and reading the wind and swell
conditions have been done in tandem.
We will miss Easy Tiger but look forward to catching up again further
north.

It’s all about the tides, the swell and the wind. It’s all about the
timing and the planning too.

We are now getting ready for the next part of our journey … crew on
board! Family and friends will be joining us so factoring in airport
collects, as well as weather and tides, will be a new experience.

The Gold Coast is half way to the Whitsundays.

We are looking forward to it!

Happy Birthday Amanda! Shared with Leanne and Steve and
cousin Jenny and Peter at the Hope Island marina.
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the mayhem of the day
June 28 2015
We woke the usual time this morning. Looked through the hatch, yes blue sky. It’s always a great start to the day on a boat seeing sunshine.
“It’s Sunday”, announces Neville. This means eggs for brekky. Neville has mastered the art of poaching eggs.
So at anchor in a calm Lazarette Gutter (northern side of Peel Island) we enjoy our lazy start to the day eating our eggs. Enjoying the sunshine,
watching the sand appear around us as the tide gently takes the water away. Our breakfast conversation is typically confirming the day’s
plans. It includes weather checks, marine traffic updates and tide times. (Note to reader: We end our day doing same. Therefore, reader, we
have discussed today’s plans last night.)
So why is it that we change plans? Well, weather forecasts change, boredom might have kicked in, maybe a rolly night at anchor? None of
the above. We just thought we’d revisit some old memories and sail to Tangalooma. Tangalooma is one of those places that you do “to and
fro” on. We had “too-ed” and we had “fro-ed” several times and had settled with “fro-ed” (we are not going!). But …
Tangalooma is a pretty specky place. Old rusty boat wrecks just off the shore giving supposed shelter to the sailor who passes through. Great
snorkelling, sandy beaches and clear turquoise water. Paradise! It ‘s just that it’s a curse of an anchorage. Strong tidal currents, exposure to
the southerly winds, and a confined anchorage with boats all pointing different ways because of the aforementioned. Not a comfy relaxed
night at anchor.
So bossa nova pulled up anchor after what then became a quick brekky, plans were changed. 8 knots from the SE. Perfect. Our screecher
was hoisted, a gentle sail across Moreton Bay to Tangalooma.
Sunday boats were out a plenty. After the SE winds became more S, we hoisted the main (sounds strenuous, but we wouldn’t dare suggest
so … Amanda has an electric finger!). The Moreton Bay winds are a bit flukey. The wind eased and it did seem that we had the knack of
dodging the rain clouds, we fished and then motored up the East channel to our Tangalooma destination.
It was then that we noticed the wind increasing. This wasn’t forecast. Where’s that easterly wind? We need easterly winds to have a
comfortable night at Tangalooma. After noticing that Trim The Cat (who we seemed to be sailing in company with the last few days) had
moved from his Tangalooma wreck anchorage so we were wondering if this anchorage was indeed a good idea. Nup! Chatted to TTC, while
bouncing up and down in what had become bigger waves. Back to Manly the cap’n announces!
Sitting here very snug in the Manly mega marina (too snug really, watch this space) … we think we made the right call. Only took 3 hours to
get to Tangalooma and another 3 hours to get back! A great sail with 18 knots from the SE on the way back and a lone sailor who was not
really paying attention as our Cap’n had to give several “oi’s” to avoid a collision in the middle of a vast Moreton Bay … and it has just rained.
Shops, restaurants and a chandlery. Too cold to swim and snorkel anyway.
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The tailor were biting as we left the Broadwater. Lots of fun but I was hoping for something bigger.
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We love Manly. A short walk to the township. A coffee shop and a chandlery … what more could a man want!
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timing the bar crossings
July 7 2015
We did manage to leave the Manly marina okay.
We have noted that we need to clarify a few points when we book a marina berth. It’s not just fitting in to a berth, it’s also about whether we
can get in and also get out. Fortunately or unfortunately, the trimaran opposite our berth at Manly was out sailing when we berthed. But of
course, when he returned, we had no room to get out. We were placed in the wrong size pen. However, what we did discover at Manly is that
everyone is very helpful. Even our trimaran friend. He came down especially to move his boat out so we could leave.
Manly might be a potential ‘storage’ marina for bossa nova if we decide not to sail her back this year. A decision yet to be made!
After a few days at Manly, we then sailed past the Brisbane River to Scarborough where we dropped anchor for the night. We have been up
the very long Brisbane River before and we were keen to move on to Mooloolaba. We had one of the best sails. Flat water, virtually no swell
and 12 knots on the beam. A great fast sail to Mooloolaba in glorious sunshine!
During our time at Manly we concluded we needed to time our next few hops for a daytime crossing of the Wide Bay Bar at Fraser Island. So
with Mooloolaba being the last stop before Fraser Island, we booked a few nights at the Mooloolaba marina. We wanted to cross the WBB in
daylight hours and right on high tide. (This meant a 3 am departure to arrive at midday).
We have crossed several ‘bars’ and entrances on this trip north and all have had their quirks. But it really does get down to planning. Tide,
wind, Lucas’s advice, markers and leads, and using the Coast Guards for info when required.
Of course one of the bars that every yachtie dreads crossing is our hometown bar, Lakes Entrance. In Newcastle we had large swells behind
us and four tug boats coming out as we entered (the tugs were meeting the ship behind us). The Clarence was probably the trickiest.
Breaking waves, moving sandbanks, strong currents and the choice of a north or south passage across he bar. From a distance we could see
large breaking waves in what looked like the centre of the bar. But as we got closer we could see the north and south options. With Easy
Tiger in front of us (a rare occurrence … ouch, ET won’t like that), the chart plotter’s info and watching some boats coming out, we quickly
opted for the north passage.
A big sigh of relief from ET and BN!
And then there was the Gold Coast bar. We broke our own “rules”. We crossed it at night. However, this bar is one of the best lit up and
maintained bars. We had also crossed it before. After a 15 hour sail, we arrived at the GC bar at midnight. A long day but a satisfying one too.
We crossed the Wide Bay Bar yesterday. A sunny sky, calm conditions and right on high tide. Breaking waves still but a clear pathway in with
the local Coast Guard co-ordinates. Not sure we’d cross this bar in darkness or any other tide than high.
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Camden Haven bar. Departing at dawn on a slack tide.
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We had a lovely sunny sail from Scarborough to Mooloolaba. So many cats in the marina!
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We stayed in the Mooloolaba Marina for nearly a week.
Time to do jobs, walk the long beach and watch all the action.
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Sandy Straits … so so calm!

sandy straits
July 11 2015
What a great day!
Time to reflect on a busy few days in the Sandy Straits and Fraser Island.
We motored up the (very muddy) Mary River with the tide to Maryborough early in the week. A very old town that was once thought likely to be
the Queensland capitol. A busy port once upon a time. But these days the river’s many boat sheds look quite sad. Most not operating. Boats
ashore needing much TLC.
However, we did enjoy our stay and we had a reason to be there. We hauled the bossa out for a quick fix that we had always planned on
doing, just not in Maryborough. Fusion Mackay had moved to Maryborough.
We were booked in to the Maryborough ‘slipway’ and Graham the boss was very accommodating with such short notice. We were a tad
concerned when we sighted the ‘slipway’ but we did remind ourselves we were in Queensland! With Neville’s skill at the helm and Graham’s
expertise (including a dive in the water in his undies), the haul out and re float went very well.
I enjoyed my walks in to town. Visited the Customs House district, the galleries, the parklands, the cinema, their Thursday market and found a
favourite cafe called Muddy Waters. And … discovered that Pamela Travers, the creator of Mary Poppins, lived in Maryborough way back
when. Hmm … Mary Poppins, Mary River, Maryborough … a connection!
the bossa was back in the water in a few days with the high tide, so we then set off to explore the Sandy Straits before our son Timothy
arrives on Sunday.
Kingfisher Resort, Platypus Bay, and we are now anchored in the Susan River overnight protected from an expected overnight strong wind
change.
The Fraser Island beaches are stunning. Beautiful clear water and long white sandy beaches. Turtles and dolphins.
We will come back here and spend some more time exploring.
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The very ‘casual’ Maryborough Slipway.
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family matters
July 16 2015
We have our son Tim on board for a week!
Selfie photos, GoPros, iPad tweeks and dinghy bursts!
One of the things we have really enjoyed about this trip are the passages. Creeping our way up the coast has been very different to the sailing
we have done in the past. While we have sailed some of these parts in the past, we haven’t sailed the east coast as a passage making journey.
Each day can present a different destination, different constraints and planning, and an adventure!
We were looking forward to sharing some of these passages with our son.
We left Hervey Bay and Fraser Island after we collected Tim. Our first passage was to Bundaberg. How apt. Two Bundy drinkers on board.
After a very brisk sail in strong winds that were not forecast we were quite happy to pull in to the Bundaberg marina. Handy having extra
crew on board! A visit to the local hotel followed by a generous courtesy bus ride back to our boat, we then left early for our next destination,
Pancake Creek (what a great name!).
Pancake Creek was lovely. A little snug inlet between Bundaberg and Gladstone. Good markers leading us through the shallow waters.
Several boats shared the anchorage. Turtles, sandbars and rocky outcrops made this anchorage very picturesque. We will be back!
Gladstone is such a huge port with a very long channel. We had a very unexpected quick sail through the channel, sails up with 12 knots of
wind, dodging tankers and ferries, and dolphins! We anchored in Graham’s Creek, a protected mangrove creek, late in the day, all ready for
our journey with the tide up The Narrows the next day.
The Narrows presented us with the need to plan carefully. Three viewpoints instead of two! Come 5ish, it’s time to check the forecast,
recheck the tides and triple check the distances. The Narrows required us to motor the first section with a rising tide and to be at the halfway
point when the tide changed. The second half we would be sucked along with the falling tide. The halfway point actually dries out at low tide.
It is the local cattle crossing! Tricky, yes …. a 7.30 am departure was finally agreed upon!
We are now in Rosslyn Bay and we did successfully navigate The Narrows. Another challenge, a different type of passage and one than the
guys particularly enjoyed!
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Timothy’s GoPro at work! My first big fish but unfortunately it was ‘the one that got away’.
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Bundaberg Marina, sunset and dawn. A very early morning departure for Pancake Creek.
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we made it!
July 29 2015
We are now feeling a sense of ‘achievement’!
We are tied up at Hamilton Island, the Whitsunday’s. We made it!
1,704 Nautical miles. Lakes Entrance to Hamilton Island. Departed May 23rd. Arrived 27th July.
3 years building our bossa nova (not to mention the many years of convincing me to take on the building project), 18 months of planning our
trip north and here we are. A “moment” … as our dear friend Steve would say!
After we dropped our son Tim off at Yeppoon, we collected our friends Lynn and Greg for our passage north to the Whitsundays. As we have
mentioned many times, it’s all about the weather. So after a few blowy but sunny days around Great Keppel with Tim, we timed the weather
perfectly and set sail.
So we thought!
My first bout of sea sickness! Very messy seas, rain and wind. Not a great first day for our new crew but they handled it well. We rocked and
rolled our way to Port Clinton, a calm protected anchorage where we unexpectedly met up with our Paynesville friends on their Barcolana.
Over a wine or two (yes, my sea sickness had subsided), we exchanged anchorage info’ and fishing stories.
We have sailed and motored over the last week or so. Glassy waters and brisk reaching sails through turquoise waters and deep blue seas.
We stopped at the very well known Middle Percy Island where we left our bossa nova memento (let’s hope we can find it the next time we
visit as we couldn’t find On The Prowl’s). Island Head Creek, Digby Island and Scawfell Island were all lovely anchorages. Particularly
Scawfell. We arrived in time for a swim in calm clear turquoise waters, surrounded by high scraggy rock and treed lined hills. Beautiful!
No phone reception (no internet) through these waters so no blog posts. Unfortunately we missed Abbey’s birthday. Sorry Abbey!
We did however manage to keep in touch with the Marine Rescue base along this remote stretch of coast, logging on and off when leaving
and arriving at our destinations. The service through NSW and Qld waters has been fantastic. When we were unable to log off at Scawfell
Island due to the hills interfering with reception and unbeknown to us the police were informed.
All sorted the next day when we logged on again. Great service!
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Middle Percy Island … perfect conditions but after a walk and climb up in to the A Frame to leave our ‘memento’,
we sailed to Digby Island for the night. We have experienced Middle Percy’s rolly anchorage in the past, but not this time.
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The beautiful Scawfell Island anchorage.
After a swim we witnessed one of the most spectacular sunsets we have seen so far, while enjoying drinks on our foredeck.
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how time flies
August 9 2015
Well, back to time on our own!
We have been cruising around the islands with our friends Lynn and
Greg for the last week … visiting the usual Whitsunday haunts. After
14 days of fun, laughter, card playing, fishing, swimming and
conversation … and sailing … we dropped them at Airlie Beach to
reluctantly return home to their 12 degree days!

Lots of laughs, serious sails with the long passages and a bit of
adventure … all great fun … and all new memories.

In 1987 we towed our first yacht to Airlie Beach. It was a 23 foot (7
m) trailer-sailer called Southern Comfort and it really did not have
many comforts! Lynn and Greg visited us up here way back in ’87.
No kids, no luxuries, bbqs on the beach each night, cask wine, lollies,
games of 500, and fishing with Greg.

whales!

How times have changed. From porta-potti’s, ice, ‘coffin’ bunks and
bent backs … to queen size beds, showers, freezers and a 7.3 m
beam. (The beam of bossa nova is the same as the length was of
Southern Comfort.)
We have very fond memories of their visit. Greg’s fishing (with our
embarrassing set of ‘toy’ fishing gear), Lynn’s nervousness in rough
seas, sitting around the Hamilton Island pool listening to the Dees
playing finals for the first time for ever (remember when Jimmy
Stynes ran over the mark in the Preliminary Final?) and drying out in
Hill Inlet running out of food.
Well, some of these have been revisited!
We give Greg great credit in trying so hard to catch his fish. He did
have some success but not quite as much as he would have liked.
Lynn conquered her fear of sea sickness. Our first day’s sail was like
being in a washing machine and she survived.
Too many lollies and chocolates but the 500 card games were great.
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We will remember Scawfell Island with its crystal clear water inviting
us in, visiting Middle Percy Island on a beautiful still day and leaving
our memento in the hut, Greg’s spanish mackerel and Lynn’s Thai
fish curry.

Aug 9 2015
Just anchored off Thomas Island on our temporary journey south to
the Mackay Marina. (We are heading home for a short period).
Lovely sandy beach. 3 metres of depth. Neville loves the shallow
anchorages, less anchor chain to put out.
This is a short post … wanted to add these pics of the whales that
came close to 50 metres off our boat! A mother and calf. So hard to
get great photos but the calf repeatedly breached so we did manage
to get some (with the boat continually going up and down).
Why do whales breach? I ‘googled’ it (as you do). “Breaching may
be done for play or may have some social meaning, or to
communicate with other whales … Humpback whales are very
acrobatic and known for their energetic breaching … “.
So there you go!
One of those special moments!
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been too busy
September 5 2015
Has been a while since I visited this space. Been too busy!
We returned home for 12 days. A few commitments and an opportunity to catch up with family and friends.
We left our boat in Mackay. Great service with a lift to the airport included. Thank you Cameron. Even our ‘Wilson’ survived our absence (our
parsley).
Back on the water we stopped by Keswick where we tried some snorkelling (it was here that I remembered how hard it was to get back in the
dinghy) and Lindeman Islands on the way to Cid Harbour where we were meeting our Melbourne friends. So sad to see yet another resort
closed at Lindeman. Many memories revisited at Plantation Bay, Lindeman Island. All in our trailer sailer days.
After meeting up with our friends on China Grove, we then sailed on to Gloucester Passage for the infamous Shaggers Rendezvous.
Yes you may ask!
We are members of the SICYC – Shag Islet Cruising Yacht Club. A club that exists purely to raise funds for prostate cancer and have fun in
doing so. A four day weekend with over 150 boats all anchored off the Gloucester Passage. Great food, great venue, great weather, great
music and a great few days! We also caught up with Terry and Barb from Whiskers (who were caravanning, leaving their boat in Vic for this
visit). Gloucester Passage is a great spot. We will bring some guests back here.
So what next? Some downtime to read, write blogs and time to catch our breath …
Family on board! Off to Airlie Beach where we have collected our daughter Abbey and sister Joanne. Looking forward to some great cooking
(you should have seen the shopping list and shopping bags) and time with Abbey on board. A deckhand!
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the best beach view ever!
September 9 2015
When we “arrived” at The Whitsunday’s with Lynn and Greg on board some 5/6 weeks ago we revisited old places that we four had visited in
1987 on our first trailer sailer.
The last week or so, we have done the same with daughter Abbey and sister Joanne. Both have been here before on our old boats.
But … some places you just don’t tire of.
Is the Whitehaven view from the lookout THE best view you will ever see? I just love it. Has to be the best beach view ever. We’ve visited the
lookout twice this trip and we will probably visit it again.
Stonehaven … we have visited it many times for the sunsets. Never disappoints. This time we kayaked over the coral and snorkelled around
the fringing reefs.
Nara Inlet … many blows have been sat out here. Our dinghy ride (with me at the helm) right down to the end of Nara was so calm and
beautiful (shame my ‘landing’ back at the bossa wasn’t the same). Kayaking around the nooks and crannies in Refuge was so peaceful.
Then today, I caught my first big fish!
We had left Whitehaven, motoring through Solway Passage, I decided to drop the line in. As we got through the Passage the wind blew a bit
harder and the waves built. All a bit sloppy. I had just said to Abbey, “I don’t think I want to catch a fish now, I’ll reel it in”. Too late. A fish was
caught.
So with great excitement on board, the headsail was dropped, Abbey on to the helm, Neville donned the gloves (we are scared of fish) and
Joanne got the camera.
And I reeled in my first coastal catch … and we successfully landed it in the boat. A tuna. Tuna pasta tonight.
Poor Joanne … her only role was to take the photo (which she did do), but in doing so, she got seasick! Oh well, just another boating
experience we told her.
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travelling north … gloucester passage
September 15 2015
We have reached our northern most destination for our 2015 trip north – Gloucester Passage.
So another four days at Gloucester Passage, the home of the SICYC – Shag Islet Cruising Yacht Club. As mentioned in an earlier post we
enjoyed this year’s SICYC Rendezvous, particularly it’s location, so we always thought we’d return.
We set sail in a strong SE breeze after two windy days at Hamilton Island. After a very brisk sail (we clocked over 13 knots … whoaaaa!!) we
arrived at Gloucester Passage approximately the same time as our long lost friends on Easy Tiger did. A reunion!
Gloucester Passage has two low-key resorts, a long sandy beach (no coral shoes needed), clear swimming water, an anchorage protected
from the SE and cappuccinos and ice-creams! What more could you want?
Maybe no snakes?? Joanne shared her beach towel with a nosey snake!
We booked in for Sunday lunch at the Gloucester Resort. Live music every Sunday (another reason why we came) and we met up with our
friends on China Grove and Easy Tiger. We brought Abbey and Joanne along and we knew this would be a great location for them too.
The wind has blown and blown, but having our land options meant we have had opportunity to walk, swim, kayak, eat and drink, but all on
shore.
After an evening of drinks with other boat owners onshore one night where we exchanged stories and plans for upcoming days, (only briefly
discussing Mr Abbot’s demise), we latched on to one couples fishing charter booking.
So after a quick phone call to Mick the charter captain, Leanne and I were in. 7.30 am pickup. 4 hour charter.
We had a great morning. Not many fish caught but lots of activity and lots of laughs. A few mackerel and trevally were caught but all
undersize. We did catch a few sharks. Kept one, which we cooked for dinner.
Looking for that spanish mackerel or coral trout next!
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More crew on board. After we droped Joanne and Abbey, we collected Andree and Steve. A very quick turnaround.
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anchor watch
September 25 2015
I’ve mentioned many times “it’s all about the weather”, but the
temperature really hasn’t changed for weeks, usually around 25-28
degrees (sorry you Melbournians), so it’s really all about the wind.
When we visited the Whitsunday’s the first time way back in ’87 we
had little help and little knowledge. We were in our twenties and we
were either brave or dumb I suppose. We didn’t have chain on our
anchor and we didn’t even have a depth sounder. Maybe we didn’t
realise there was coral down there?! We followed our ‘new’ friends
around because they had a depth sounder. No refrigeration, freezer,
shower or electric toilet, not even a separate toilet (our friends didn’t
really like using our porta-potti next to our bed) and we rowed to
shore (that didn’t last long, bought a dinghy outboard fairly quickly).
But we did have fun.
How times have changed.
We now have a depth sounder and we have 65 metres of chain …
and a chain counter (we used to paint the links in the chain at depth
intervals to give us some idea of how much chain we had put out).
We have electronic charts with AIS (Automatic Identification System)
– this is how you follow us on our blog “Track Us” link. We have
electronic tide charts, Navionics charts on our iPad and an app called
‘Anchor Watch’ on our iPad. A nifty little app recommended to us.
Anchor Watch is an app where we ‘mark’ our anchor location. We
can also add a distance radius around the anchor. So if our boat
moves outside that radius an alarm goes off.
Technology on boats has made sailing so much easier … but we still
don’t always get it right!

One of the tricky things about tidal waters is allowing for the tidal
range. We have dropped anchor in areas with up to 3.5 tidal range
(this is nothing compared to the massive tides further north).
So what this means … when we enter an anchorage we discuss the
current tide, low and high tide times, the fringing reefs to avoid, the
depth and what extra chain we need to allow for the high tide in order
to set the anchor correctly. Our ‘bible’ 100 Magic Miles includes a
section on ‘how to anchor’ in these waters and suggests allowing
three times the depth of chain. On bossa nova we set our anchor
four times the depth.
So where is this leading? You’ve probably guessed. We dragged our
anchor last night. Actually, more specifically at 4am this morning.
We entered Cid Harbour in calm conditions, followed all our ‘rules’,
and anchored without a fuss. Along with many other boats. We had
even read the forecast. It was to blow 20 knots at 4 am. And it did.
The forecasts up here are very accurate. We use Met Eye (BOM) and
for local info, Willy Weather. Hence it’s always annoying when we
can’t get phone reception.
The wind blew, long loud gusts of wind – we call them bullets.
Banging ropes, flapping towels, creaks and groans, all loud. The
cap’n was up (only one elbow jab needed). The crew soon followed
(Andree and Steve). Jocks and nighties all on show. A quick peruse
of the scene established that there were still many masthead lights
bobbing around us while the wind howled but a boat behind us was
looking slightly bigger than it did when we anchored, hence it was
quite a deal closer.
It’s always a bit unsettling moving anchor in the middle of the night.
And when your anchor decides to free-wheel the chain out right to
the end of the 65 metres (lucky it was attached), things are a bit more
frantic. But the anchor was re-set and it was back to bed. Well, apart
from our captain who stayed on ‘watch’ and enjoyed his cup-of-soup
in the early hours.
Lesson learnt … not really … shit happens!
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a visitor … many times!
September 29 2015
We were lucky enough to pick up a mooring in Stonehaven on Hook Island yesterday lunchtime before the school holiday ‘crowds’ swamped
the anchorage. A gentle breeze, clear water and an approaching low tide meant we were feeling pretty good. (The sun we have found is
always shining so no need to mention this yet again.)
Andree and Steve went kayaking, Amanda snorkelling.
After a lengthy kayak adventure, Andree and Steve returned encouraging us to do the same. With the approaching low tide, they found the
kayaking over the coral stunning. So off Neville and I went. Unfortunately the tide had turned so the waters had become a bit murky. Next
time!
On our return we were ‘gazumped’ again … they had been visited by a friendly turtle at the back of our boat. A very very friendly turtle indeed.
Andree was able to video him swimming back and forth at the back of our boat. Turtles normally get startled very easily and are gone before
you can blink. Not this one.
While enjoying drinks anticipating the approaching sunset, we spotted our friendly turtle again. He (or she) came right up to the boat.
Amazing!
He is now a regular visitor. “Tommy” has just visited again while I am writing this post.
What type of turtle? A loggerhead or green turtle, not sure. But we have established he doesn’t like Steve’s iceberg lettuce.
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sailing with Easy Tiger
October 2 2015
When we met Easy Tiger way back in March in Paynesville we had no idea they would become our sailing buddies during our trip north. We
were heavily in to preparing our boat for our trip in between finishing our new house back in Somers. We unfortunately didn’t have much time
to give them in Paynesville. (It does seem at times that we go from one project to the next.)
Easy Tiger ‘tracked’ us down via AIS in the Paynesville Straits. We were in the slipyard anti-fouling, they were visiting the Gippsland Lakes on
their way north. Home is Bunbury WA. bossa nova and Easy Tiger are both Fusion 40 cats, hence their eagerness to meet.
We then caught up with them in Pittwater at the end of May. We have sailed with them up the coast, left them at the Gold Coast where they
did some boat maintenance, and now caught up with them again in the Whitsunday’s.
Some people you just ‘click’ with. Lots of stories, laughs, conversation and planning together. Who knows where we will sail next with them …
Vanuatu, Darwin, Indonesia … if Leanne gets her way!
We had a great day yesterday. We sailed through Solway Passage and Fitzellan pass with Easy Tiger. Great pics were taken of each other.
Off to Hamilton Island marina today to watch the AFL Grand Final. Easy Tiger are West Coast supporters. We will be Hawks supporters!
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snorkelling in The Whitsundays
October 12 2015
I haven’t written much about our snorkelling here.
With friends and family on board we have been keen to show them the good snorkelling spots.
We have just spent a day in Blue Pearl Bay, Hayman Island, with our son Tim. While the weather hasn’t been great over the last 10 days, he
was still keen, so in 25-30 knot winds (very strong), we sailed to Blue Pearl Bay via Butterfly Bay (another snorkelling spot). Even thought
Butterfly Bay is quite protected from the southerly blows, the bullets still shoot through with force.
Great snorkelling in trying conditions but by following the 2 hours before high tide ‘rule’ we actually saw great coral and more fish than we had
seen elsewhere. The trick is to snorkel for a long time … you see so much more. Funny thing that!
Tim has a GoPro camera, so he was right in to photographing and videoing his underwater exploits.
Now for our ‘infamous’ Blue Pearl Bay story …
This is a true story our family revisits when we snorkel and certainly when we visit BPB. Always with a laugh!
We were sailing Champagne Charlie (Magnum 8.5) in The Whitsundays some years back when Tim and Abbey were young teenagers. In
those days we’d snorkel from our rubber duck (dinghy). We’d enter the water with fins and masks on and ‘tow’ the dinghy along with us. This
was to avoid damaging the coral below with the anchor. These days I look for snorkelling close to the bossa as watching me trying to
clamber back in to the dinghy is not a pretty sight, nor am I that successful!
So with mask, snorkel and flippers (now called fins) all in place, Neville decided to do a Lloyd Bridges (Sea Hunt TV series from way back
when). That is, he reverse somersaulted in to the water from the dinghy’s side. In those days (we sound so old), there were no stinger suits,
just bathers. And for men, those bathers were speedos. So in his brand new, never worn before, black speedos, Neville did his Lloyd Bridges
reverse somersault water entry. Well … he tried. His speedos got caught on the dinghy’s oar socket. With mask and fortunately snorkel in
place, he was hanging upside down, head in the water and flippers in the air thrashing about. Abbey and I could not stop laughing, tears
rolling down our cheeks. Fortunately we did realise eventually that dad was well and truly stuck … and struggling to breathe. We untangled
him (between laughter) and Neville continued to snorkel in what was left of his brand new, very torn and very mangled speedos!
… and here I am still chuckling as I write this post!!
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Tim’s GoPro at work … Butterfly Bay and Blue Pearl Bay.
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friends family and others
October 13 2015
We have been away now for 20 weeks, reaching The Whitsunday’s 10 weeks ago. While we hadn’t planned every stopover and how long we
were going to stay at each, we have surprised ourselves that we have stayed here for this long. But, this is truly a beautiful part of Australia
and sharing it with family and friends was always part of the plan.
We had some boating friends on board a few nights back. The conversation between yachties this time of the year is all about heading south.
We have had steady (and strong) SE trade winds for weeks now with no sign of northerlies. So when MetEye shows us anything with a N in it,
we will be heading south. Along with hundreds of other boats. No lonely anchorages along the way.
Heading south also signals the end of our visitors. We have shared our journey with family and friends – Tim & Abbey, sister Joanne, friends
Lynn & Greg and Andree & Steve.
Tim and Abbey are very familiar with boats, having grown up with our yachts. This time round they enjoyed the added comforts of our Fusion
40. Whether it be chilling, reading, swimming, snorkelling or cooking, Abbey is easy to please. Tim takes on the role of Captain pretty quickly,
astounded that we ‘old folk’ could ever manage on our own (and without him)! And sister Joanne … we always enjoy her gourmet meals and
her enthusiasm for everything the Whitsunday’s has to offer (well, maybe not the snake).
Friends Lynn and Greg joined us on passage from Great Keppel Island to the Whitsunday’s. Fishing, cooking (my pressure cooker teachers)
and cards were highlights. But revisiting the places that we visited in 1987 with them and making new memories this time was really the
highlight.
Andree and Steve joined us for 11 days. Andree has followed our boating dreams forever with Steve new to sailing. Steve very quickly picked
up that the days pass quickly and that the Whitsunday’s are a touch of paradise. They enjoyed calm weather and special visits from our
resident turtle at Stonehaven.
We sailed the first 12 or so weeks without family or friends so we relied on each for conversation … and other yachties. Many people
presumed that this journey could be quite a lonely one. But it hasn’t been the case at all. Between family and friends from home and catching
up with other boat friends – Easy Tiger, China Grove, Skellum, Barcolana, Fire Of Spring and Aqualibrium – we have had a very social
time.
I am writing this blog post anchored in a relatively calm Nara Inlet (a safe haven for yachties). We have had 10 days of strong 20-35 knot
winds and rain and we are all a bit over it. We have rocked and rolled several nights. Bullets of wind have peppered the anchorages all day
and night. Anchor Watch working overtime.
The sun is now shining and those bumpy nights are usually forgotten very quickly. Where are we off to tomorrow?
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Father and son enjoying Whitehaven Beach. It was such a windy day but we squeezed in a visit to our favourite beach, anchoring in Tongue Bay.
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southbound!
October 25 2015
We have left The Whitsundays. We are officially heading south … home!
After dropping Tim at Hamilton Island for his flight home, we were eagerly waiting for that ‘N’ to appear in the wind forecast. Eventually it
came. A week of northerly and easterly winds. Time to head south.
We provisioned in Airlie Beach (the butcher and the grog shop took big hits) and said our ‘temporary’ goodbye to Easy Tiger (heading south
to meet us after their visitors depart).
So armed and ready, we departed.
The stretch of water between Mackay and Great Keppel Island/Yeppoon has limited secure anchorages. It would normally take four or five
days of sailing (obviously weather dependent), has no phone or internet coverage and many of the anchorages are quite exposed from many
wind directions. Hence, the need for a 5-7 day forecast of favourable winds.
And then … “Don’t Get Shot At This Season” … ????
The Defence Force operates in one of the more secure sections of this coast, Port Clinton. In its wisdom it closed off three anchorages along
this coast between Oct 2 and Nov 29. Unfortunately they were anchorages that allowed boats to day-sail between hops. Closing them meant
sailing overnight. Fortunately common sense prevailed. We believe some serious lobbying took place with some local MP’s and while the
Defence Force’s activities have continued, the three anchorages have been opened for us weary southern sailors.
Today we arrived at Great Keppel Island (GKI). After long days of sailing … 49, 59 and 69 nautical mile days, it was lovely to arrive to beautiful
white sand, clear turquoise water and a bay of other boats who are also sailing south. Aqualibrium (from Paynesville) is also travelling with us
and Skellum (also from Paynesville) has just arrived. Not to mention the other familiar boats we have also seen along the journey.
We look forward to a few days enjoying the Keppel area. Walks, snorkelling, swimming and kayaking are all planned.
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Great Keppel Island
October 31 2015
We arrived at Great Keppel Island a week ago and we have been fortunate enough to enjoy calm winds and sunny days here, even though the
constant northerlies have somewhat restricted our choice of anchorage each night.
GKI is part of the Keppel Island Group. The aboriginal people called Great Keppel Island Woppaburra, which means “resting place”. It is a
picturesque, relaxed and quiet island with many white sandy beaches and clear turquoise waters. So much to offer those of us fortunate
enough to visit by boat.
We stopped by this area on the way north but unfortunately the southerly wind was blowing hard for several days so we sought the comfort of
the marina at Keppel Bay while we did some boat maintenance and serious shopping in Rockhampton.
GKI has six anchorages, all have white sandy beaches, some with fringing reefs for snorkelling and all have that beautiful crystal clear
turquoise water.
We have snorkelled, swam and kayaked at Monkey Bay, walked the track from Fishermans Beach to Long Beach and Monkey Bay spying wild
goats on the way, had a drink at the Hideaway Bar on the white sands at Putney Beach, walked and kayaked at Long Beach at low tide finding
beached sea stars and slugs, swam at Svendsen’s Beach, motored our dinghy up Leeke’s Creek to the old Homestead through the clear
waters and mangroves on a spring high tide, snorkelled with many varieties of fish at the Observatory waters at Middle Island and enjoyed the
hospitality of the Keppel Bay Marina once again.
I spoke to a friend today from home. I asked if she’d ever visited this area, particularly Great Keppel Island. She had. It was her honeymoon
destination some 30 years ago. They camped on North Keppel Island. The boat dropped them there and left (I suppose being on a
honeymoon they had already worked out they could survive together on a deserted island.)
There are still camp sites throughout these islands. At Svenden’s Beach there are a variety of ‘lean-to’ shelters all decked out with old donated
camping chairs and tables, fire pits and other camping bits and pieces. They are the “resting places” for the many kayakers, campers and
sailors who visit this lovely peaceful island.
There is so much to do here and we will visit again. Next time we will kayak up Leeke’s Creek through the mangroves and clear water to the
old homestead, enjoy a fire on Leeke’s Beach and visit the stunning Yellow Patch anchorage on Curtis Island nearby.
We are off to Pancake Creek next (what a great name) then on to Lady Musgrave Island (a coral cay 40 or so nautical miles off shore). Easy
Tiger will be joining us. Can’t wait!
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Lady Musgrave Island … wow!
November 7 2015
Lady Musgrave … where do I start?
We left GKI with Easy Tiger at daybreak in order to make the high
tide at the shallow crossing in The Narrows – Gladstone (you can’t
get through without the high tide). With an ambitious thought
overriding the sensible one (which was staying the night at
Gladstone), we sailed on to the next anchorage at Pancake Creek.
‘Ambitious’ because it meant we would arrive at Pancake Creek in
the evening, dark. Two days’ sailing squeezed in to one. Which we
did, without incident. It saved us a night and with a fantastic weather
window in sight, we were eager to get to Lady Musgrave as soon as
we could.
So … instead of an original planned two nights at Lady Musgrave, we
got four nights. We were excited!
And we were not disappointed. Four days of hot, calm, sunny
weather in the most beautiful and idyllic location we have visited so
far.
Simply stunning!
After our seven hour, 45 nautical mile motor-sail, we arrived at our
first ever coral cay. Lady Musgrave is part of a group of coral cays in
the Bunker group of islands. A small sandy and treed island sits at
one end of the coral cay with extended reef surrounding a large
lagoon. It is one of the few coral cays that offers an entrance in to
it’s lagoon.
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With much in-trepidation, we slowly entered the Lady Musgrave
entrance. A memory that will stay with us for a long time. The water
was a deep blue, glassed-out, calm and so so clear. Coral, fish and
turtles were either side of us. And then the lagoon opened up,
revealing a palette of so many different shades of turquoise.
We kayaked in crystal clear waters over white sandy bottoms. We
walked around the sandy shores of the island. We snorkelled in clear
turquoise waters among coral, tropical fish and turtles (I mastered the
art of dinghy snorkelling). We fished. We swam. We explored. And
sometimes we just gazed in awe of the lagoon’s colours.
We did not realise it, but we were very fortunate with our timing to
Lady Musgrave. While the gentle winds, clear skies, warm water and
neap tides were a priority, we also found ourselves arriving in turtle
and bird nesting season. Green and loggerhead turtles were mating
in the the waters around us, with some making their journey up the
sand in the dark to nest. We saw their tracks quite clearly in the sand
in daylight hours so we even ‘turtle watched’ one evening hoping to
catch a glimpse of an egg-laying turtle (over a wine or two of course).
Lady Musgrave is a small, sandy and treed island. A short walk
around it. The pisonia trees cover the island and only grow in these
coral cays. Trees that we hadn’t seen before. They create a dark
canopy with little light getting through. The walking tracks were a
hive of activity with the black noddy birds prolific with their activity
and their nesting in the trees above and around us.
Our four days at Lady Musgrave has been the highlight so far on our
trip north. Spending our time there, sharing those memories with
Leanne and Steve on Easy Tiger, a real treat. We will visit again and
hopefully introduce it to our friends and family in years to come.

Anchored at Lady Musgrave. Clear turquoise water. Hot calm weather.
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Turtle watching in the evening with a beautiful sunset.

Departing Lady Musgrave at dawn with bossa nova leading the other southbound boats (photo courtesy of ET).
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hooked on fishing
Nov 10 2015
The long passages up the coast can be quite monotonous and a tad
boring at times. Neville can read which keeps him entertained (his
speed reading has hammered our Kindle account though), along with
his card playing on his iPad.
However, I like many people get motion sickness. So what do I do on
these long sails, sometimes 8-10 hours out at sea? Pretty much
nothing.
But now I fish.
When l met Leanne on Easy Tiger she talked enthusiastically about
trolling lures behind ET. I became interested. She talked about her
fishing conquests way south, after they left WA. She prides herself on
her ability to not only catch the fish, but also on the cleaning and
filleting of the fish. A one-woman show! Steve does do his bit though
as he points out. He spots the strike, he slows ET down and he helps
land the fish with their gaff and net. A team effort really.
Leanne got me back in to fishing. My family grew up on the inland
lake waters of Eildon. My grandparents built a 34′ steel cabin cruiser
in the backyard of their suburban house in Lilydale. It was called the
Vernley (Verna and Wesley). My grandfather taught my brother and I
to fish. We caught trout and redfin using spinners, wobblers, jaggers
and worms. They were very special memories growing up. Brad is
still a very keen fisherman today in Port Stephens where he owns a
fishing boat and a lakes cruiser that he has rebuilt himself.
We spent a few days early in our friendship with ET in Forster/
Tuncurry. With Neville’s encouragement, I decided to give fishing
another go. Leanne’s enthusiasm had rubbed off. So, on her advice,
we sought out the local BCF store. A long walk according to Google
maps, but we had all day, so off we trundled. A conversation along
the way about the $ that we needed to spend did cover each end of
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the spectrum (Leanne’s was more realistic, Neville’s not). After many
kms we finally reached the BCF store, feeling a little weary and gruff
(remember Neville doesn’t really like walking). We did enjoy the
banter with the BCF salesperson about the gear we needed but we
were very glad Leanne was there to give welcomed advice. Several
hundred dollars later, with two rods and reels, lures, hooks and
sinkers, a tackle box and an empty wallet, we booked a cab and
returned to our boats.
We sailed many miles to the Gold Coast after our first BCF visit …
with a lure out. No luck. I didn’t really mind as I was a bit uneasy
about what we were going to do if I actually caught a fish! I was also
learning. How much line do I put out? How deep does the lure need
to be? Which lure do I use? How do I tie a knot (Neville does this,
although I am now mastering this myself)? What if I catch a fish??!!
It was all new to me. My early days of fishing were in inland waters
with a casting rod, not with a trolling reel and big lures and big hooks
and big fish.
Then we had Greg on board. And we thought we were all set up?!
Greg arrived with his fishing gear (and Lynn) and I’m not sure how he
didn’t exceed the luggage weight limits. While he was grateful we
had a few bits and pieces, he brought the serious stuff. We were all
excited. Greg was going to catch fish!
And he did. Not as many as he would have liked and not the fish he
would have liked. But he was entertained on every sailing passage
and we were entertained watching him. He spent his birthday with
the hookah (scuba version please) untangling his fishing line off our
prop at 8 am in the morning but that didn’t stop him, he did the same
the next morning too. We did learn one very important thing while
Greg was on board. The fish you catch up here are BIG!
So with this current wave of enthusiasm I continued to throw a line in
but with limited success. The Whitsunday’s seemed to be all fished
out with many boats commenting the same. However, I did manage
to catch and land a lovely tuna as we motored through Solway
Passage after a visit to Whitehaven Beach with Abbey and Joanne.

A chaotic catch in very choppy seas, with Joanne suffering a bout of
sea sickness as a result. Tuna pasta that night though.
The fishing enthusiasm did continue. Leanne and I joined a fishing
charter while at Gloucester Passage. We were so excited. Leanne
was only going if the bossa had freezer space for her fish, her freezer
was full. Early start at 6 am. Alas, only a few small fish caught along
with a few sharks. We did keep my shark for dinner that night. I
think Mick (charter captain) felt sorry for us.
Since Greg’s visit we have revisited BCF many times. We have come
to agree with one of our boating friends that BCF stands for “Bloody
Costly Fishing”.

We have upsized our tackle and line … again … that makes three
times now. It was either just stop fishing and simply buy our fish, or
upsize our tackle.
We now have the strongest possible line and Neville now makes wire
tracers for me. We were catching fish but the tackle and the line
were breaking on too many occasions. There are monster fish out
there with razor teeth that just chomp the lot off, even through the
wire. We had so many ‘fish that got away’ stories it was not funny.
We were losing so many lures ($$). I even tie the rod on to the holder
now after hearing a story from a neighbouring boat about a fish
taking their rod too.
Bloody Costly Fishing!

We have learned a lot from talking to other yachties. Most troll a lure
while passaging and most catch fish too. We visited Aqualibrium
(along with the crew from Zoo) one evening after a long day’s sail to
Keswick Island, our first stop southbound. We had just had another
‘fish that got away’ day. Both Aqualibrium and Zoo had caught fish
on the way. In fact we were invited over to enjoy their sashimi which
they had prepared using the yellowfin tuna they had caught that day.
I grilled both boats about their line, tackle and lures.

We are sitting out a blow in Bundaberg as I write this. I was
determined to write about my fishing after I caught a fish with my
new gear. And I did. It is always a team effort though. Neville helps
with the knots and wire tracers, but his most important job is to land
that fish. No more ‘fish that got away’ stories!
We caught a lovely spanish mackerel on the way here from Lady
Musgrave. A lovely eating fish.

Conclusion … big fish need big gear!
And I’m happy now!
( A side story … While sitting on Aqualibrium the evening we enjoyed
the sashimi, Gerry had a line out with bait on it. He also had the
yellowfin tuna carcass tied to a floating buoy from his boat, to attract
the fish. It did attract the fish. A very big fish!
As we all looked over the side of the boat watching the bobbing buoy
being dragged under water, a very very large shark came to the
surface as it devoured the buoy’s fish scraps. A rather frightful
moment indeed.

PS. We are about to sit down to a free seafood platter for two.
Spanner crabs, Moreton Bay bugs, prawns, and smoked trout. A
freeby from the Bundaberg marina for being a Shaggers (SICYC)
member!

Lesson … don’t tie your fish scraps to your boat, especially if you
want to have a swim … which we had all just done!
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Lady Musgrave at sunset

Cid Harbour, The Whitsunday’s
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waiting for the weather
Nov 15 2015
We knew it would be difficult to top our Lady Musgrave visit but we have found that each new destination, anchorage and even marina, all
have something to offer.
We left Lady Musgrave for Bundaberg thinking we would keep moving south. However, the strong southerly weather meant we stayed a week
in the Bundaberg marina. So we played tourist and we met up with several other yachties who were all in the same boat (excuse the pun).
We hired a car for two days, which included a long lunch at Bargarra beach, provisioning (including visiting Leanne’s two favourite shops, BCF
and Aldi) and playing tourist at the Bundy Distillery and the Turtle Discovery Centre at Mon Repos.
The Bundaberg Distillery was an obvious choice, with Neville being their main customer. We did the guided tour learning all about molasses
and how the distillery came to be. The tour included two tasting samples which was particularly good value, especially for Leanne, (a non
Bundy drinker), who not only used her own two tastings but Steve’s two samples as well (Steve being a non drinker), plus the fifth drink she
talked her way in to at the end. And she wondered why she felt ordinary the next day! Thank you Steve for being our designated driver.
That evening we visited the Turtle Discovery Centre. The Mon Repos beach is a nesting place for the loggerhead, flat back and green turtles.
We had seen numerous green turtles in the Whitsundays and many loggerhead turtles at Lady Musgrave. So even though the season had only
just opened we were keen to visit Mon Repos, along with another 120 people, to hopefully see some turtles nesting. After a tour of the centre
we were divided in to two groups. They have volunteer turtle spotters on the beach and when a turtle is spotted a radio message is sent to the
centre ranger and off trundles group 1 with a guide, to a very dark beach. Fortunately we were in group 1 and our call came through early, how
lucky were we. In complete darkness we followed the guide to the spotted loggerhead turtle. Unfortunately she had changed her mind and
was heading back to the water. Apparently this is not uncommon. Back to the centre. After a very slow, boring ranger slide-show that was
really just filling in time because there were no more turtles, we left. Disappointed we didn’t see the nesting, but still worth the visit.
We also met several other yachties at the Bundaberg marina. Hence the main topic of conversation was not only where we had all been but
when we were all leaving. We have found we do pick up lots of info from talking to other boats. We met people who’d sold their house in
Geelong, now living aboard while looking out for a coastal location to maybe settle. Several boats from Brisbane on their way home.
Australian boats who had just arrived ‘home’ after cruising the Pacific islands. Single guys doing it all on their own, taking on casual crew
when they could from websites like Gumtree.
It was here that we got interested in mud crabbing. ET decided they’d purchase some crab nets (we are about to head home so no point). The
Sandy Straits and Fraser Island are known crab waters, so filling in more downtime crabbing, while the next forecast big blow comes through,
sounded like fun.
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all a bit crabby here
Nov 15 2015
We are anchored at Gary’s Anchorage in the Great Sandy Straits near Fraser Island sitting out another few days of unsettled weather. Big
thunderstorms here last night with lightning illuminating our boats well in to the early hours of the morning.
But we are snug and in the company of several other boats including Gary and Annie on Chances. Scones with jam and cream for morning
tea. We enjoyed hearing their game fishing stories. (Little did we know they would catch a marlin sailing along side us as we left the Wide Bay
Bar a few days later.)
With bad weather, boredom can set in and even a bit of snitching or crabbiness. New activities are welcome.
So with the wind easing the guys decided to check out the crab pots that they had put out yesterday. Two pots had captured two undersized
crabs. The third pot was missing. After morning tea and a chat on ET we headed off in our two dinghies to find it.
What a windfall. Steve not only located the missing (brand new) crab pot, but after 24 hours, we had five crabs in one pot. Four big ones too.
After checking the sex of each, along with the size, all was good. Female crabs have to be returned to the water and there is a minimum size
limit.
So what do we do now? Neville has taken on the crabbing activity (I fish) … so come on guys … get them out of the pots … and kill them (the
humane way)??
Steve fortunately got them in to the bucket with a big shake, Neville still learning. They are then put in the freezer to sleep. This part was quite
entertaining. As we tipped the bucket upside down in bossa nova’s cockpit all four of us ducked for cover. The big big crab was vicious.
While in the bucket he decided he’d had enough of his little brother and chomped right through his nipper. Our toes were at risk!
Tongs, plastic bags and Steve’s bravado won out. Crabs safely in the freezer. A scary thing opening your freezer seeing things moving. They
tell me they go to sleep quickly. Then back in to the fridge ready for tomorrow night’s feast (crab pots were back out straight away for another
catch … we hoped).
Our feast …
We ended up catching four good-sized mud crabs. All four were in the freezer for their forced ‘sleep’, then in to the fridge to be kept alive. We
then learnt (via Google) they needed to be the correct side up and have air to breathe, in order to stay alive. After a quick check we decided it
was time to cook them. We steamed them for 10-12 minutes, then after cooling, we ate them. Fortunately we had Leanne on board teaching
us how to dismantle and clean them and how to pull them apart the most efficient way. Lovely to eat!
We were all pretty pleased with the guy’s hunting prowess!
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all good things must come to an end … but we will be back!
Nov 22 2015
We have arrived at our final destination, the Gold Coast. We will be leaving bossa nova here until we return next May, 2016.
We have had the most amazing trip. The places we have been, the people we have met and the adventures we have had, have all made this 6
month journey such a wonderful experience. Sharing it with friends and with family along the way has also been very special. Tim and Abbey
have both visited and how lucky we are that our kids both love the water and enjoy sharing their busy lives with us oldies.
It was such a long time ago that Neville first started talking about building a catamaran. We have had several yachts in between, but building
our Fusion 40 and sailing it up the east coast was always our plan. Our dream. And now we have done it!
After 20 years in our own business and 3 years building our boat together, it was never in doubt that we could live on board, in each others
space and face. We have been together nearly 24/7 for the last 6 months and we are still talking. And we can’t wait for the next visit.
A special mention must be made of our ‘new’ friends from Easy Tiger, Steve and Leanne. We met up in May in Pittwater and have travelled
with them for much of our journey. They have added so much to our trip north, lots of fun and always adventure.
They taught us how to fish and crab. They introduced us to BCF, Aldi and pressure cookers. We taught them how to really eat chocolate and
how to really spend money, especially at Dan’s. We showed them how fast Fusions can sail and how much weight does count (even the
chocolate). We look forward to defending the Airlie Beach Classic! Special memories with special people. Thankyou Steve for putting some of
those memories on film.
It is sad our journey has come to an end. Our 6 months has passed so quickly. We are planning to be back next year when we will visit the
places we missed, spend more time at the ones we enjoyed and when we will venture further north. But, we are looking forward to seeing our
family and friends. And, to spending some time in our brand new home.
… If you have been following our journey, thankyou! I have enjoyed recording our trip with photos and text, so my blog has been as much for
me as for you.
Amanda
November, 2015

Dustjacket Photographs - Airlie Beach Classic trophy and anchored at Lady Musgrave
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The Boatworks in the Coomera River, Gold Coast
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